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2021 Biodiesel Sustainability Series -- California 

Report 

 

On Friday, June 11, the National Biodiesel Foundation (NBF) hosted its second virtual event in the 
Congressional Biodiesel Sustainability Series. This session focused on California and the benefits of 
biodiesel and renewable diesel to carbon reductions, air quality and environmental justice. The program 
offered Congressional staff and government officials insight on California’s reliance on biodiesel and 
renewable diesel to meet its low-carbon fuel goals. California is the top market for biodiesel and 
renewable diesel, which generate about 45% of the state’s carbon credits each year. Hosted by NBF’s 
Executive Director Tom Verry, speakers included Rebecca Baskins, Executive Director California 
Advanced Biofuels Alliance (CABA), Floyd Vergara, NBB Director of State Governmental Affairs, and 
Harry Simpson, President/ CEO Crimson Renewable Energy and SeQuential.   

Prior to the official start of the event,  videos played to provide background on biodiesel:    

 NBF video from 2020 Biodiesel Conference: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ylfdeOdjARc&f
eature=youtu.be (2:23 min)   

 Biodiesel for Influencers: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C3yOcqTaVEM  

 Eye on California Biodiesel: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CVUGmKcKP94   

 A summary of presentations is below: 

Tom Verry, Executive Director, NBF opened the meeting with introductions and a welcome. 

Leading off the presentations was Rebecca Baskins, Executive Director CABA discussing the Low-Carbon 
Fuel Standard (LCFS).  LCFS was designed to encourage the production and use of cleaner low-carbon 
transportation fuels in California, and therefore, reduce GHG emissions and decrease petroleum 
dependence in the transportation sector. The LCFS standards are expressed in terms of the "carbon 
intensity" (CI) of gasoline and diesel fuel and their respective substitutes. The program is based on the 
principle that each fuel has "life cycle" greenhouse gas emissions that include CO2, CH4, N2O, and other 
GHG contributors. The life cycle assessment includes direct emissions associated with producing, 
transporting and using the fuels, as well as significant indirect effects on GHG emissions, such as changes 
in land use for some biofuels. The carbon intensity scores assessed for each fuel are compared to a 
declining CI benchmark for each year. Providers of transportation fuels must demonstrate that the mix 
of fuels they supply for use in California meets the LCFS carbon intensity standards, or benchmarks, for 
each annual compliance period. California’s goal is to reduce transportation emissions by 20% in 2030.  
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Floyd Vergara, NBB Director of State Governmental Affairs discussed the Trinity Study: Quantifying 
How Biodiesel Supports Healthier Communities and the health benefits of switching to biodiesel, 
including reductions in asthma incidents, cancer, and mortality rates. Floyd explained 
the study’s significance for Environmental Justice communities and why achieving clean air benefits 
today is vital. The biodiesel industry has the ability to make an immediate positive impact on public 
health through a switch to using B100. Communities that are disproportionately affected by diesel 
pollution need to act now; they cannot wait for electric vehicles. Fueling with B100 achieves GHG 
benefits and reduces pollutants in heavy-duty transportation and residential heating -- today. The 
summary slide for the research stated: 
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The trinity study found the following substantial public health effects:  

 

Harry Simpson, President/CEO Crimson Renewable Energy and SeQuential discussed the importance of 
stable federal and state policies necessary to continue the development and growth for clean fuels 
market. California has been the trailblazer for regulating carbon. As other states follow its lead, more 
states will adopt or model policies to be like California’s LCFS. Businesses need Federal programs like 
biodiesel tax credits & incentives for the LCFS to succeed. To plan and increase fuel production, the 
industry, like all industries, need predictable and long-term policies.   
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In summary, Paul Winters, Director of Public Affairs and Federal Communications with NBB facilitated 
a closing question-and-answer session between congressional staff and speakers.  Paul shared the dates 
for the in -person Iowa Renewable Fuels Tour scheduled for August 16-19, 2021.   
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This event would not be possible without the support of our sponsors. Thank you. 

 


